
Final Report for Utah Population and 
Environment Coalition

“It’s Ok to Plan: Small Families.us” Campaign
Date: Nov 1, 2013

The Objective

Utah has the highest per capita birth rate in the country. While families and children are 
wonderful, not enough Utahns are taking into consideration the many factors surrounding 
families and birthing children: financial strength/weakness of the family, education needs for 
the parents, mental health, and most importantly, the potential strain on Utah’s beautiful 
environment.
Utah -- with its high percentages of Latter-day Saints and exponentially growing number of 
Hispanics/Latinos -- has a strong cultural tradition of ever larger families. UPEC’s primary 
goals for this campaign were to conduct a pilot marketing program that:

1. Raises awareness about the economic, environmental and community reasons for 
planning families and limiting family size and 

2. Stimulates conversation about family size in Utah. 

This was accomplished with a $40,000 marketing campaign that is a “test case” for future 
campaigns.

The Audience
Women tend to be the principal decider of the number of children they have. Hence, 
Foursight proposes the campaign focus primarily on women (although accomplished in a 
matter that doesn’t turn off men). The campaign should target two audiences: young 
Latter-day Saints 25 - 35 and Latina women in the same age demographic. In 2010 
alone, 30,669 of the 52,164 children born in Utah were born to women aged 20 - 29. 40,795 
births were white, 8,047 births were Hispanic. 
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While the $40,000 budget is significant, it doesn’t make sense to blanket the entire state. 
The message will get lost. Foursight focused on Salt Lake City’s West Side, 
Taylorsville, WVC, and the Southwest valley area of Salt Lake County. The valley 
is the fastest growing region in Salt Lake County with high numbers of both young Latter-
day Saint and Latina women. Salt Lake City’s West Side is an obvious choice, and it won’t be 
expensive to specifically target spanish-speaking media in this area. Foursight is open to 
exploring the idea of focusing on Davis County.

The Message
Foursight had two primary communication goals for this beta campaign:

1. Smaller families are a legitimate choice. 
2. There are specific economic, social, and personal benefits to smaller families. 

We realized from the beginning that nuance would be needed to successfully communicate 
the benefits of smaller families without insulting those who strongly believe in having as 
many children as possible. From the beginning of this process, we maintained an ongoing 
dialogue with the UPEC Advisory Board as well as community leaders about the relative 
strength of a “shock and awe” or soft approach. While a “shock and awe” campaign would 
certainly catch attention, it may not accomplish UPEC’s long-term goals of spurring a 
conversation among Utahns. Foursight strongly argued for the “softer” approach because we 
knew that this campaign would be shocking to our primary audience. Foursight’s campaign 
branding focused on first-person messages from individuals who thoughtfully planned small 
families with little to zero numbers of biological children. Hence the message isn’t obviously, 
“have small families, it’s good for your wallet and the environment” but to ask the target 
audiences to make that connection through our smart messaging. 
Guiding Wisdom. While the ultimate goal is convincing more Utahns to have smaller 
families, we can’t do it in a way that infers that the larger cultural paradigm is wrong or 
immoral. We’ll instantly loose the attention of our target audiences.  The message needs 
to sell the viewpoint that careful thought in family planning isn’t selfish. It 
reflects the sacrosanct responsibility a parent takes when choosing (or not 
choosing) to birth a child. Given the cultural importance placed on freedom by both 
Americans generally and Mormons in particular, vital concern must be taken to honor the 
parent’s agency. Maintaining this balance, as well as creating a message that inspires 
conversation and not defensive, attacking responses, is the campaign’s greatest challenge.

Round 1 Options
Foursight initially proposed two brands and two design looks to the UPEC Advisory Board. 
The first verbal brand focused on small families with headlines such as:
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• Think Small Families 
• Time for the little things
• Pursuit of Happiness...in small things
• with urls: ThinkSmallFamilies.org, ThinkLittleFamilies.org & ThinkLittle.org

The second verbal brand was centered around communicating a families’s options and 
choices:

• I have options...in my family’s size
• My Family Story? I Chose Three

Even from the beginning, Foursight toyed with the idea of  merging both verbal brands into 
a single brand story.

Look #1: Spring Fever
The first visual brand, called Spring Fever, focused on bright photography with a light, airy 
feeling. The primary colors of this visual brand were navy blue for strength and a soft yellow 
for joy with whimsical swirls to add a sense of play.
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Look #2: It’s About...Branding 
The second visual look utilizes black & white photography to bring graphic focus to the headlines. 
The deep, relaxing mauve in text becomes visual focus, ergo pulling the eye into message. The net 
result was a more modern, sleek look. 

Focus Groups: General Findings

Foursight conducted two focus groups each immediately following the first and second 
rounds of branding. Ye Sun and Kevin Deluca also conducted three at the University of 
Utah. In both of the focus groups ran by Foursight, we chose women aged 25 - 47 who were 
primarily LDS or Latino (we did have some participants who were neither). All held at least 
a collegiate degree, and were politically mixed with 50% identifying as Republican, 20% 
Democrat, and 30% Independent. The participants at the University focus groups skewed 
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younger, mixed gender but was still mostly LDS and politically conservative. All five focus 
groups represented a mixture of Salt Lake County residents. 

The two Foursight focus groups asked participants to talk about children and family size, 
identify what factors influence their parents, as well as to rate various factors as good/
neutral/and bad for both their own family planning and to abstract that on a general level. 
We then presented the branding. Two of the University-run focus groups went through the 
first process without showing the posters and the third focus group asked participants to 
only see the posters with the initial discussion.

Interestingly enough, all four of the discussion focus group participants generally listed the 
same good, bad, and netural reasons that influence family planning.

Good Reasons (in order of frequency):
• Financial well-being
• Emotional well-being
• Relationship with spouse/partner
• If you are able to give certain opportunities to your children
• Your goals
• Career aspirations  
• Both people in the relationship need/want to have the children and be 100% committed 

to the decision 
• Whether or not extended family are able to support/help/assist.  

Neutral Reasons (in order of frequency):
• Size of your house
• Neighborhood
• Mortgage
• Location (city, mountains)
• Schools/education
• Preference of even or odd #’s of children
• Religious reasons
• Environment concerns

Bad reasons (in order of frequency):
• Family/Community pressure
• To fix the relationship, locking someone in with the kids
• Emotional fulfillment: need to fulfill an unfulfilled dream (i.e. toddlers and tiaras)
• Tax break
• Only having kids for religious reasons
• Just because she could still have kids or because she is fertile
• Using kids as leverage to get support for family (using children for welfare or to get 

things)
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We also asked participants to weight family planning vs. family decisions. Family decisions 
performed better but it needed context.

Round 1 Focus Group Findings

What they saw:
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Image Reactions (at this point in the design process, we used stock photography and hadn’t yet 
interviewed real Utah families):

We found that participants didn’t have a clear preference of color vs. black and white. 
Generally, they preferred close-up, tight shots in which the families had an emotional 
connection or were clearly having a good time. Images of children without parents weren’t 
popular. It was vital that faces were visible and the action shots couldn’t looked overly 
posed. Interestingly, they wanted to see a variety of ages, race, and especially, SIZES. 
Foursight was surprised to find that most participants thought shots in nature were too 
distracting from the emotional connection of families. I.e. they wanted it to be more about 
faces and less about their surroundings. As we had initially thought of having some shots of 
families in nature to soft sell the environment message, we had to nix this plan.

URL & Message Reactions:

Participants were evenly split between ItsOKtoplan.org and smallfamilies.org as long as 
itsoktoplan.org wasn’t used in tandem with options/choice headlines. One participant 
suggested a url of “planyournumber.org.” There was a strong aversion to 
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childrenareyourchoice.org and  thinksmallfamilies.org. Choice was too abortion centric to 
them and participants communicated that “think” indicated a qualitative value of small 
families over large. Specifically, they didn’t like the more pointed message of small families 
because it seemed like their choice was being taken away or was already being made for 
them. However in discussion, for some it was as if they’d never before been told that it was 
a) ok to plan and b) that their family size was up to them. They liked the idea of being told 
that they had options as long as we didn’t say options or choice in an obvious manner. 
Additionally, they generally preferred the small families headlines as long as the poster 
wasn’t too pointed in its small families message. The strongest positive reaction in the 
choice ads was to the phrase “it’s ok to plan” itself. Participants stated that it was a positive, 
less abrasive statement. 

Round 2 Focus Group Findings
 
For the second round of branding evaluation, Foursight proposed testing itOKtoplan.org, 
planyournumber.org and smallfamilies.org. We also proposed using the top two urls in this 
beta campaign (we later decided to go with one url). The branding message continued with 
the merged message of options and small families with popular headlines such as: time for 
the little things, more time for play, 1/2/3 is our perfect, pursuit of happiness...in little things. 
Photography must show an emotional connection between family members, focus on faces, 
and nothing posed. Because, there were three main reasons that were universal in planning 
family size: financial stability, emotional stability (+ time for children), and if the spouse was 
supportive, we knew that website copy needed to focus on the primary good, bad, and 
neutral reasons for having children.

Visuals (at this point we presented a mixture of stock photography and real Utahns):
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Reactions:
All of the images were popular as all fit the criterion of the first focus group: images were 
zoomed in on faces, they showed a clear emotional connection, and nothing looked posed. 
There was a slight preference for pink and blue over yellow headlines, but it was primarily 
subjective. All of the urls were scored well although planyournumber.org was not a top 
favorite. Foursight was asked by the UPEC board to evaluate title case vs. lower case in the 
url names. We found that a preference between the two decreased with younger age. 
Surprisingly, we found that all headlines focused group well except for “Three and Perfect.” 
The  “Our” of “Three is Our Perfect” is necessary, as makes family planning a more personal, 
individual decision. Foursight was also asked to evaluate all caps vs. small caps, and there was 
a slight preference for all caps. 

Final Look 1.0

Based on the results of the Foursight focus groups, we decided to proceed with black / white 
photography in order to create a more unified brand look. Fuschia was chosen as the main 
headline color with a secondary color of yellow. After we discovered that smallfamilies.org 
was owned by someone else, we purchased itsoktoplan.org and smallfamilies.us.  We all 
decided to play with title case in the urls and jointly decided with UPEC to proceed with all 
caps for headlines. 
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Final Look, 2.0
The results of the University of Utah focus groups caused us to reevaluate the campaign up to 
that point. Although the participants were younger than the target and mixed genders, they had 
a hard time determining that the posters were a campaign encouraging small families and giving 
family planning a more positive public image. We also worked to intensify the message without 
skewing to “shock and awe” negativity. At that point, we decided to combine It’s Ok to Plan and 
Small Families into a single unified message of “It’s Ok to Plan: Small Families.us.” The end 
result: 

• We are empowering Utahns to consider small families.
• Our message: It’s ok to plan, and it’s especially ok to plan a small family!

Because the posters work best with an introduction, we decided to drop the radio ads 
before the billboard campaign. We also scheduled a visit to West Fest with the diaper tower. 
The intent was to ease the target demographics into the billboard messages. We intended to 
do a third round of online banner ads if enough budget remained. Additionally, we ran each 
advertising medium in separate months so we could fully test the success of each.

Proposed Budget

Foursight Fee: ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' $10,000
Radio: (two radio stations) ' ' ' ' ' $7,250
Video Production: ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' $4,000
Google Adwords:' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' $1,000
Billboards: '' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' $15,000
Guerilla (diaper tower): ' ' ' ' ' ' $500
2 Banner stands: '' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' $250
Brochures: ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' $1,000
Business cards: ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' $1,000
Total: ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' $40,000
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Actual Budget:

Google adwords:       $900

Video Production/Photography:      $4000

Printing of brochure/business cards:      $412.77 

97.1 ZHT:         $1,980 

FM 100:          $5,995

Billboards (Reagan):        $15,000 

Diapers:         $274.80 

Banner stands:        $216 

Foursight         $10,000 

Online Banner ads:        $1,500

West Fest Registration:      $285

Total:          $40,563.57

Final Campaign: Website Stats

Month  Unique Visitors    # of Visits      Pages        Hits          Bandwidth Used

Jun 2013             594                            803                   5,613            51,702      12.18 GB

Jul 2013              888                             1,153                  3,593           50,776      16.31 GB

Aug 2013           1,653                           2,048               5,117             85,355      31.14 GB

Sep 2013            381                              611                   1,810             17,873      6.16  GB

Oct 2013            713                             1,285                2,496           23,096     5.95 GB  

TOTAL           4,229         5,900             18,629          228,802    71.74 GB
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Smallfamilies.us saw heavy traffic throughout the summer, especially during times of media 
placement. Additional information: 68.9% of visitors were PC users, 24.3% mac users. 44.8% used 
Google Chrome, 29.2% used Internet Explorer, 16.9% used Safari. over 90% were from the US, 
and only 11.4% of unique visitors came via an internet search, at least according to our analytics. 
Monday, Tuesday, and Friday were the most popular days for visits. The most time was spent on 
the website during the 8:00am and 5:00pm hours. 11:00pm was the third most popular time.

Final Campaign: Google Adwords

The SmallFamilies.us Google AdWords campaign generated 1,301 clicks and 567,810 
impressions, with an average cost per click of $0.68. The campaign utilized keyword ad 
search results for Google users living in Utah. 

Ad:

Keywords Result:

Keyword' ' ' ' Clicks' ' Impressions' ' CPC

Unique Visitors # of Visits Pages Hits Bandwidth

0

22500

45000

67500

90000

May 2013June 2013 July 2013 Aug 2013Sept 2013 Oct 2013 Nov 2013
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having a baby'' ' ' 457' ' ' 239,763' ' ' $0.69
getting married' ' ' 159' ' ' 51,155'' ' ' $0.78
i'm pregnant' ' ' ' 112' ' ' 54,083' ' ' $0.72
pregnant women '' ' 93'' ' ' 25,088' ' ' $0.63
having children' ' ' 84'' ' ' 44,544' ' ' $0.67
teenagers having kids' 73' ' ' ' 21,397' ' ' $0.61
first pregnancy' ' ' 59' ' ' ' 27,857' ' ' $0.62
family planning' ' ' 42'' ' ' 10,794' ' ' $0.54
teenage pregnancy' ' 35' ' ' ' 8,416'' ' ' $0.64
i think i am pregnant' 20'' ' ' 4,063'' ' ' $0.59

Ratings: 3 stars. It was a steady source of traffic but not a primary driver.

Final Campaign: West Fest and Diaper Contest
With well over 60 entries, Foursight believes that the diaper contest was a clear driver in 
website traffic. However, as we’ll see later on, the incentive was not necessary to drive traffic 
from billboards to the website.

As of Oct 5 (with 63 entries), entrants indicated that they had heard of the contest through:

Westfest -18
FM 100 - 11
97.7 - 6
Billboards - 12
Facebook - 6
Friend - 4
Twitter - 2
Banner ad - 1

According to entrants themselves, WestFest drove more people to the website. However, 
the stats show that radio was a much stronger driver.
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Business Card: 
Banner Stands:
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Brochure:

Rating: 3 stars. It was a clear driver of the contest, but not a major contributor to 
website traffic overall during that period.
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Final Campaign: Earned Media, Letters to the Editor

A press conference was held on June 26th which unfortunately ended up competing with the 
Supreme Court DOMA announcement. However the conference resulted in the following:

Salt Lake Tribune:
http://www.sltrib.com/sltrib/politics/56516469-90/campaign-families-family-fertility.html.csp

Rexburg Standard Journal: 
http://www.rexburgstandardjournal.com/news/utah-environmental-group-encourages-small-
families/article_a2538216-e42b-11e2-b7d6-001a4bcf887a.html#axzz2ftBcwvga

KUTV:
http://www.kutv.com/template/cgi-bin/archived.pl?type=basic&file=/news/top-stories/stories/
archive/2013/07/KCS5uj60.xml

NECN.com
http://www.necn.com/06/30/13/Utah-environmental-group-encourages-smal/
landing_nation.html?&apID=52ff5ed9097e47d*d3a97afec9f4b5e

We received one letter to the editor in the Deseret News:
http://www.deseretnews.com/article/765636518/Small-Families-billboard.html?pg=all (ran 
August 25th)

And Susan published a response:
http://www.deseretnews.com/article/765636768/Its-OK-to-Plan.html

Rating: 3 Stars

Final Campaign: Radio (running June 19 - July 07)

After evaluating the arbitron reports, we determined to go give $6,000 to FM 100 with 
ZHT 97.1 as a secondary message. The radio campaign ran from June 19 - July 7 (we received 
a few extra days for the hassle of changing our spot). The :60 and :30 second spots are 
located in the dropbox. We received a net total of 113 spots which had a net impressions of 
91, 200 on FM 100. 97.1 ZHT gave us 45 spots with 2,100 impressions.

Response:
UPEC received entrances into the diaper contest the second the radio ad started running. 
We also saw immediate response in website traffic. After the ad ran on Sunday Favorites on 
FM100, the station received a flood of negative feedback and we were forced to move to a 
revised :30 spot. ZHT did not report negative feedback.

Total Impressions: 93,300 
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Total Web stats: 1,046 unique visitors, visiting 5,725 pages, with a total number of hits of 
67,201

Website performance during radio campaign (see the spreadsheet addendum for the daily 
numbers).

Rating: 4 stars. Radio was a heavy driver of website traffic, especially at the 
beginning and end of the run. Traffic slowed during the 4th of July holiday.

Final Campaign: Billboards - July 15 - Sept 8

Billboards were displayed in eight locations from July 15 through August 11th and were 
placed at three locations from August 12 through Sept 08. Website traffic was high 
throughout the first leg of the campaign, but really bumped to the highest levels of the 
campaign during the second run, despite having less billboards. Placement is everything! 
Website visits dropped to the low teens after the completion of the billboard campaign.
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July locations (7/15 - 8/11):
• 3720 EAST 7000 SOUTH WS COTTONWOOD HEIGHTS
• 4655 WEST 5415 SOUTH SS KEARNS
• 9125 SOUTH 700 EAST ES SANDY
• 6841 SOUTH 1300 EAST ES COTTONWOOD HEIGHTS
• 2888 EAST 3300 SOUTH SS SLC
• 8145 SOUTH REDWOOD RD ES WEST JORDAN
• 1651 WEST 3500 SOUTH SS WVC
• 4571 SOUTH 5600 WEST ES WVC

August locations (8/12 - 9/8):
• 7213 SOUTH 900 EAST ES MIDVALE (generated letter to the editor)
• 9015 SOUTH STATE ST ES SANDY
• 375 WEST NEW BINGHAM HWY Y SS WEST JORDAN
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The Ads:
Total Impressions: 1,345,612
Total Website Traffic: 3,017 unique visits | 7,887 pages | 121,870 hits

Rating: 5 stars. Oddly enough, billboards were the primary driver of traffic to the 
website for this campaign. Billboards are a proven media with the cheapest ROI 
of most types of media, however they are not usually thought of as drivers of 
website traffic. Our billboards were interesting/controversial enough to drive 
visits to the website. The billboards did not advertise the diaper contest.

Final Campaign: Online Banner Ads

Banner ads ran on www.sltrib.com from September 24 - Oct 12, 2013. We paid for 250,000 
impressions in our geotargeted areas at a cost of $1500. The Salt Lake Tribune reported that 
we had an average click-through-rate of .1%, which they reported was above average. That’s 
really not a great click-through rate in our experience, however.

#of unique visits pages hits bandwidth
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Performance: With average daily visits numbering 66 in August, that month was by far our 
most successful with many days hitting above 80 visits per day. Billboards remained up until 
September 15, however visits started dropping into the high teens per day towards the end of 
the billboard campaign. There was a significant bump in website traffic on September 24th, 
the first day of the online campaign:
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Visits dropped back down to the 20s for the last few days of September, however they 
returned to slightly below the levels we saw during the radio campaign and first month of 
the billboard campaign, but lower than billboard’s second month. Nevertheless, bandwidth 
and overall hits remained low, indicating quick hits but no time spent on the website.

Traffic: 788 unique visits, 2,160 pages viewed, and total number of hits of 23,253.

Rating: 3 stars. Some days of the banner ads were nearly as successful in driving 
traffic as was the radio campaign, however it didn’t perform as consistently as 
radio and billboards in terms of driving traffic to smallfamilies.us.

Findings

This was an incredibly successful campaign. All mediums tested not only generated 
conversation but also yielded strong positive and negative responses. Additionally, all 
mediums drove strong website traffic, an impressive feat considering the largest buys were 
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billboards and radio ads. It’s unusual for billboards to result in such strong website 
performance. It will be interesting to see how banner ads perform since it’s a direct click.

The clear winner is outdoor advertising (billboards) if evaluating solely in terms of website 
clicks. However, if you consider that radio only ran for two weeks, it was definitely a strong 
contender.  Still, it is not as strong as billboards in terms of driving website traffic. An 
additional factor for August’s strong performance that must be considered are the two 
letters to the editor. Online banner ads were surprisingly not a strong driver of website 
traffic.

Order: Foursight believes that it was necessary to launch the PR push and radio campaign 
first in order to bill momentum for the billboard campaign. We also benefited when we 
listed to the U of U focus group findings and strengthened the message to “It’s Ok to Plan: 
Small Families.” We received equal amounts of negative emails during the radio and 
billboard runs. Reagan did not report any direct negative feedback whereas FM 100 did to 
the degree that we were forced to change the ad. The radio ad clearly touched a button.

“Shock and Awe” vs. Soft

Sample negative responses on website:

• “I was curious to see who would be sponsoring something so pushy as to suggest that people 
are being guilted into having large families” (common theme of FM 100 responses actually)

• “If you are so concerned about the population in utah, why don't you and all your friends and 
family move out of utah and the united states. Then the population will go down.”

• “I cannot believe there are people out there who would actively try to stop people from 
having large families. Are you people insane? Shame on you. SHAME ON YOU!... The 
family is central to the Creator’s plan for the eternal destiny of His children.”

• “Oh well, you may influence some weak willed people who truly do believe being a 
professional singer or successful business man in more important than raising a family.”

• LTE (also emailed to utah pop): “I found the "It's OK to plan" slogan insulting. It appears 
UPEC looks at the community at large as those who are ignorant about various birth control 
methods and are just popping out babies because they are religious zombies.”

Positive emails were generally from other population activists.

Findings: Indeed, the negative emails and quantity of responses to the FM100 ad indicate 
that this campaign proved to be challenging to the target market. Had we gone any more 
shocking or pushed the environmental message further, we would have absolutely lost the 
target market. 
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Improvements

The greatest improvement can be found in the world of earned media. Had we held the press 
conference conference on a less competing day, we likely could have generated more press 
attention. However, UT’s earned media market is becoming increasingly tough, especially with 
the recent Tribune layoffs. Our second round press release didn’t generate any new hits.

In future iterations of this campaign, we definitely won’t interview any more families outdoors. 
It’s too difficult to control the sound quality.

In large part due to the careful focus group process as well as evaluation from the UPEC board, 
we definitely settled on the right message and most beautiful visual brand. Each design and 
branding step was time consuming, but worth it. The campaign was especially strengthened in 
its 11th hour change to “It’s OK to Plan: SmallFamilies.us.” Had we spent less time on less 
versions of the campaigns, we could have dedicated more time to social media and other guerrilla 
ideas. However, the reality is that not only was there not budget for the agency time, but there 
wasn’t enough budget to produce those elements either. It’s also questionable if those two arenas 
are capable of driving conversation and website traffic to the degree that radio and billboard did.

I would have loved to test Spanish versions this go around, but there just wasn’t the budget nor 
enough representation in the focus groups to really test this demographic.

Future Year 2: Test Spanish, Expand 

• Test Spanish radio and billboards
• Expand Media Reach within Salt Lake County
• Same Branding

Proposed Budget:

Video Production/Photography (5 more families, primarily in Spanish/English): ' $3000
Additional printing of brochure/business cards (more English & Spanish version):  $1000
Radio: ' $15,000
Billboards:  $30,000 
Diapers:  $500 
Festival Registration: $500
Banner stands: (don’t need to print again)
Foursight: $10,000 (includes translation costs)
Online Banner ads?:  $1,500
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Total: $60,000' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

Year 3

• Northern Utah Expansion + Second run Salt Lake County
• Introduce environmental message in Salt Lake County

Proposed Budget:
Additional printing of brochure/business cards (add environmental version):  $1000
Radio: ' $20,000 (if just norther Utah, $12,000)
Billboards:  $40,000 (if just northern Utah, $20,000)
Diapers:  $500 
Festival Registration: $500
Foursight: $10,000 (new branding work)

Total: $73,000' '

Year 4
• Utah County Expansion + Third run Salt Lake County
• Return to Initial Messaging, change up content in Salt Lake County

Proposed Budget:
Additional printing of brochure/business cards:  $1000
Radio: ' $25,000 
Billboards:  $40,000 
Diapers:  $500 
Festival Registration: $500
Foursight: $6,000 (new branding work)

Total: $73,000' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
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